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Postfeminist Heterotopias

Negotiating ‘Safe’ and ‘Seedy’ in
the British Sex Shop Space

Adrienne Evans, Sarah Riley and Avi Shankar
UNIVERSITY OF BATH

ABSTRACT This article contributes to debates concerning the sexualization of
culture in the European context by analysing shifts in contemporary forms of
British women’s heterosexual sexual subjectivities in relation to consumer culture.
The article employs a ‘heterotopological’ analysis of how space is materialized
through history, power and discourse. A two-part analysis is employed that, first,
maps the history of British sex shops in relation to two discourses of sexuality and
consumption, namely ‘safe’ and ‘seedy’; and second, analyses how these discourses
can be taken up and negotiated by young women today, as evidenced in a focus
group discussion on ‘Ann Summers’. It concludes that new directions and inter-
esting insights into the intersections of space, power, gender and sexuality within
neoliberal postfeminist shifts in feminine identity can be made by considering
female-oriented sex shops as ‘postfeminist heterotopias’.

KEY WORDS Ann Summers � heterotopia � postfeminism � sexualized culture

INTRODUCTION

The past 15 years have witnessed sweeping shifts in women’s relation-
ships with sexuality, subjectivity and consumption. Until very recently,
dominant discourses of gender and sexuality have coupled masculinity
with agentic sexuality and femininity with passive vulnerability. In con-
trast, contemporary cultural shifts in gender relations have produced a
move away from passive female sexuality towards an active, consumerist,
‘up-for-it’ femininity (Attwood, 2005, 2006; Evans, 1993; Evans et al., 2010).
This resignification has produced both new femininities centred on dis-
courses of empowerment, liberation and rights to pleasure, and the emer-
gence and mainstreaming of a consumer culture that addresses this new
sexually assertive female consumer.
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Contemporary discourses of female sexuality that orient around pleasure
would initially seem to fulfil much of the ambition of second-wave feminism
for a celebration of active female sexuality (e.g. Greer, 1970). However,
significant concerns have been raised by feminist academics regarding the
forms of address employed in postfeminist sexualized culture. First, a
major concern for feminist analysis is the doubled entanglement whereby,
while apparently celebrating active sexuality, such representations often
take place within mainstream media and consumer culture in ways that
work to depoliticize and set limits on available forms of self-representa-
tion. ‘New’ female sexualities often take place within highly commercial-
ized forms of address that disavow diversity by drawing on discourses of
whiteness, heterosexuality and a narrow globalized and homogenized
conceptualization of female beauty (Gill, 2009; McRobbie, 2009). As such,
contemporary forms of sexual femininities often reproduce social inequal-
ities and impose limits on those (young, white, heterosexual) women who
can more easily take up these apparently sexually agentic female subject
positions (Gill, 2007b, 2009).
A second concern relating to contemporary ‘up-for-it’ female subjectiv-

ities is their relationship with neoliberal individualized discourses that
regulate the subject through an internalization of disciplinary power. The
neoliberal subject ‘is now less a social citizen with powers and obligations
deriving from membership of a collective body, than an individual whose
citizenship is manifest through the free exercise of personal choice among
a variety of market options’ (Rose, 1990: 226), so that the responsibility to
be a ‘good’ appropriately consuming citizen now lies within the individual.
Tying neoliberal discourses of freedom to notions of consumption, sexu-
ality and empowerment, sexualized culture is arguably synonymous with
the ‘injunction to render one’s life knowable and meaningful through a
narrative of free choice and autonomy – however constrained one might
actually be’ (Gill, 2007b: 260; Rose, 1996).
Neoliberalism is also implicated in a third concern in feminist litera-

tures on the sexualization of culture, namely the association of sexualized
culture with the discourses of postfeminism. Postfeminist sentiment has
occurred as a response to an era directly following feminist politics that
incorporated neoliberal constructions of subjectivity and the centrality of
consumerism within its sense making. Postfeminism can be understood
as a sentiment that associates femininity with bodily property, incorpo-
rating a shift from sexual objectification to sexual subjectification that is
characterized by issues of self-surveillance, monitoring and discipline
(Gill, 2007b, 2007c). Within this cultural context, the consumer-oriented
pursuit of pleasure has become paramount to the contemporary young
woman. Women are encouraged to work on their bodies and identities
through consumerism and within the discourses of empowerment, liber-
ation and autonomy (Evans et al., 2010). As women’s identity projects
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have always been positioned through discourses of self-transformation,
postfeminism has become a key discourse through which consumer and
media culture addresses women (Gill, 2007b; McRobbie, 2009; Ringrose
and Walkerdine, 2008).
The observations concerning the neoliberal and postfeminist emer-

gence of an active female sexuality have been productive in drawing
attention to the complexities of sexualized culture, yet often contain their
own contradictions, conflicts and internal struggles. For example, in the
European Journal of Women’s Studies, the debate between Duits and van
Zoonen (2006, 2007) and Gill (2007a) highlight some of these issues. These
debates arise partly because of the complex and contradictory discourses
associated with new forms of agentic female sexuality, for example, that
sexualization focuses on female pleasure, and yet reproduces images that
appear objectifying (Evans et al., 2010). In contributing to such debates,
our article attempts a nuanced look at the commercialization of contem-
porary female sexuality, exploring how material and discursive practices
operate on the use of commercial space, and what subject positions are
enabled by these practices.
The opportunities for female sexual consumption have proliferated,

producing pre-packaged sexual knowledge for the fashionable, young,
self-defining woman. Examples include burlesque and pole-dancing classes;
the near-compulsory ownership of sex toys; porno-chic fashion styles of
the ‘Porn Star’-type T-shirts and G-strings; images of ‘empowered’, sexu-
ally assertive lingerie models on billboards and in the pages of women’s
magazines; the publication of sex/porn manuals and accompanying
media hype concerning book and blog erotic memoirs; the increase in
female porn directors and sex shop owners; and the proliferation of web-
based texts, DVDs and television programmes that bring commodified
sex directly into the private sphere. The appearance of such areas of con-
sumption emerges as important contexts in which to explore the produc-
tion of neoliberal and postfeminist identities. However, there is relatively
little research into how resignifications of gender have played a role in the
ways women engage with the consumption of sexual products, and stud-
ies on new sexual femininities have yet to analyse how constructions of
space figure in the production of new forms of sexually assertive
femininities (Attwood, 2009). This is despite both the impact that the
introduction of female-oriented sex shops has had in creating new spaces
for women’s engagement in sexual consumption practices, and the
importance of space as a gendering technology (Löw, 2006).
In this article we analyse contemporary British heterosexual female

identities by exploring discourses that make sense of the British sex shop,
focusing specifically on the highly successful female-oriented sex shop
Ann Summers. In doing so, we aim to produce a nuanced theorization of
space, power and identity capable of engaging with the contradictory
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nature of contemporary female sexuality. We do this through the concept
of ‘heterotopology’ – an analysis of the materialization of space through
history, power and discourse. We produce our heterotopology through a
two-part analysis that, first, maps the history of the British sex shop in
relation to sexuality and consumption, noting how the discourses of ‘safe’
and ‘seedy’ appear central to the sex shop space; and second, through a
preliminary analysis of how these discourses can be taken up and negoti-
ated by young women today, as evident in focus group discussions on
Ann Summers. In the context of such shifts in the representations of
women’s sexual subjectivities, it becomes reasonable to ask: How has the
material practice of female sexual consumption on the high street been
enabled? And, what implications do these spaces have for the reproduc-
tion of power and gendered expectations?

HETEROTOPOLOGY: SPACE, POWER AND IDENTITY

In looking to space, a concept is needed that can capture the complex con-
tradictions of contemporary forms of sexually assertive femininities.
Foucauldian thinking around sexuality and space is particularly pertinent
here. For example, Foucault (1998 [1976]: 45) tells us, space is ‘haunted’ by
sexuality through the proliferation of discourses which attempt to regu-
late it in, for example, the home, school and workplace. In particular, the
concept of heterotopia, or ‘different spaces’, represents a Foucauldian con-
cept of space which can be aptly applied to the historical and discursive
formations of Ann Summers.
Foucault’s (1970, 1986) own theorizing of heterotopia is brief and the

concept is underworked. In The Order of Things, Foucault refers to the het-
erotopia as an unsettling textual device which does not follow conven-
tion. Whereas in ‘Of Other Spaces’, Foucault uses the concept to analyse
‘specific social spaces whose social meaning is out of place and unsettling
within a geographical relationship of sites’ (Hetherington, 1997: 8). However,
the spatio-discursive discrepancy noted above has been taken to mean
that the concept can be employed as an analytic beyond that of space
alone (Hook andVrdoljak, 2002). Hook andVrdoljak (2002: 207), for example,
argue that ‘we should apply the notion of the heterotopia as an analytics
rather than merely as place; as a particular way to look at space, place, or text’
(emphasis in original).
Of the extensions of Foucault’s underworked concept (see, for example,

Hetherington, 1998; Jacobs, 2004; Salter, 2007), Hook and Vrdoljak’s (2002)
paper on ‘heterotopology’, whereby they outline the history and discur-
sive constructions of South African security-parks, facilitates our under-
standing and analysis of Ann Summers as a postfeminist heterotopia.
Drawing on Foucault, they note that the unsettling space of the hetero-
topia has several characteristics. First, the heterotopia produces its sense
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of ‘otherness’ by remaining connected with other, often contradictory,
sites. This incongruous combination with other spaces often gives the het-
erotopia both normative and extraordinary identities. The heterotopia,
second, is also highly pliable: it is able to change its social meaning, and
therefore has the quality of reflecting social change and power beyond
itself. Finally, Hook and Vrdoljak (2002) warn against understanding the
heterotopia as a wholly subversive construct. The heterotopia, while dif-
ferently ordering space, is always tied into larger networks of power.
In line with Foucault’s broad and overarching theory of discourse, het-

erotopia is understood by Hook and Vrdoljak (2002) to be materialized
forms of power and discourse. The social identity of space does not come
from the site itself, but is instead the communication of power into mate-
rial practice (Hook and Vrdoljak, 2002). In this way, Hook and Vrdoljak
(2002) suggest that the concept of heterotopia provides a useful analytical
tool for linking space and power, enabling the identification of space as a
discursively non-innocent and political construct. It is this link with
power and a Foucauldian notion of discourse that makes the concept of
heterotopia not merely a theory of space, but of how space communicates
power and makes sense within the broader sociopolitical context.
Hook and Vrdoljak (2002) argue that a methodology for the study of

space, a ‘heterotopology’, needs to analyse both how space is materialized
through history, power and discourse, and to what effect. Taking insight
from Hook and Vrdoljak (2002), our heterotopology is produced in a two-
part analysis of Ann Summers. In part one, we map the gendered history
of British sex shops, analysing how powerful gender discourses produce
the materiality of Ann Summers on the high street. In part two, we then
analyse contemporary women’s talk of Ann Summers, looking to explore
the discourses which reproduce, challenge and extend the historical dis-
courses of sexual consumption in Britain. In this way we are able to map
relations of power, space, subjectivity and female sexuality, showing how
these fold into both public spaces and everyday talk.

PART ONE: MAPPING SEX SHOP SPACES

The consumption of sexual material has often been constructed as prob-
lematic, for example, as abnormal, dangerous or clandestine (Attwood,
2007). Such understandings inform the public imagination of the kinds of
people who do this consuming, which in turn map onto discourses of gen-
der and age. Historically, two dominant figures of the sexual consumer
emerge: the old male ‘raincoater’, a persistent figure of perversion, and
the adolescent male, whose problematic hypersexuality has featured
more heavily in the public consciousness with the rise of the internet
(Attwood, 2007). The problematic nature of men’s sexual consumption is
further reinforced by discourses within the academia and broadcast
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media which associate sexual consumption with emotional and physical
violence towards women (see, for example, Paul, 2005; Wolf, 2009). Men
who consume sexual material are therefore typically understood as sex-
ual, seedy and problematic, whereas, tied into the history of femininity,
women are typically understood as sexualized and objectified by men,
and have therefore been figured subjectively as non-sexual agents.
The construction of men as problematic seedy consumers of sexual

material and women as vulnerable or uninterested in such consumption
are figures and mythologies within British culture. These figures of the
sexual consumer are mirrored in the history of British sex shops and leg-
islation thereof.
Legislation relating to ‘sex establishments’ in the UK is vague, leaving

much of the licensing and regulation of sex shops up to local government.
The main law regulating British sex shops today is the Local Government
Miscellaneous Provisions Act 1982. This act defines a sex establishment as
a premise which sells a ‘significant degree of sex articles’. In the case of
the sex shop, this has conventionally been interpreted to mean that the
store requires a licence if more than 10 percent of profit comes from the sale
of pornographic magazines and videos. Local government has the discre-
tion to set its own fees and refuse any licence, with licence renewal
required every 12 months or less. A fine of up to £20,000 can be made for
permitting under-18s into the store or for displaying ‘sex articles’ in the
store window to the general public.
The legal regulation outlined above has led to sex shops being situated

on city outskirts, usually in rundown areas due to the financial responsi-
bility of paying and keeping a licence. The law also necessarily impacts on
the traditional sex shop image, with its identifiable age-restriction signs
and blacked-out windows, which limit the passing public’s view of the
store’s stock. Traditional sex shops are thus physically segregated; they
are located on the periphery of shopping areas and appear to be sealed off
spaces to those outside them. This physical segregation combined with
the seedy male sexuality discourse has created an understanding of sex
shops as sleazy and inadequate spaces, requiring legal regulation to pro-
tect the general public from their obscenities. The sex shop is thus typi-
cally and historically a heterotopia of deviance (Hook and Vrdoljak, 2002).
In the 1990s, however, seismic shifts occurred in how sex shops were

located both physically and psychologically within British public life. These
shifts occurred through a particular interpretation of the 10 percent rule of
sex shop legislation, combined with a changing view of femininity that
constructed women’s sexuality as active and autoerotic through discourses
of neoliberalism, postfeminism and hedonistic rights of pleasure (Gill,
2007b; Harris, 2004). Themarket leader of the new sex shop isAnn Summers.
Ann Summers’ shops are situated centrally in many British high

streets and specifically address women. Originally bought in 1971 as a
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traditional sex shop, the owner’s daughter Jacqueline Gold implemented
the female-oriented Ann Summers Party Plan in 1981, which sold lingerie
and sex toys via a Tupperware-style sales technique (see Storr, 2003).
Amid the success of the Party Plan, Gold rebranded Ann Summers with a
view to addressing female consumers. With this target audience, the
10 percent understanding of the Local Government Miscellaneous
Provisions Act 1982 was strategically manipulated, since stock largely
consisted of underwear and novelties. This has meant financial freedom
from the licence; fewer limits on location allowing centrally placed high
street stores; and the ability to display stock in the window. The company
now boasts over 130 high street stores located in the UK, Ireland and
Spain, as well as 7500 party organizers, a highly successful website and
around a £150 million turnover (with the British press claiming the eco-
nomic downturn will see Ann Summers’ profits rise due to a new ‘stay at
home’ ethic). For many in the UK, Jacqueline Gold is a household name,
credited with introducing the vibrator to UK homes and consequently
constituted as having sexually liberated the British woman.
The success of Ann Summers can be attributed not just to shifts in loca-

tion and shop-front enabled by legislation, but also by its ability to
address women in particular ways. The store layout, for example, is struc-
tured in combination with the law that forbids presentation of sexual
products to the public, so that underwear appears at the forefront, with
sex toys and a limited range of videos and magazines positioned towards
the back. Chandeliers, pink walls and subtle black and white prints of het-
erosexual couples and individual women deepen the experiential conno-
tations that distance Ann Summers semiotically from the problematic
seedy male sexuality discourse. By employing the discourses of fashion,
consumption and autoeroticism in this way, Ann Summers works by
deeming sexual consumption easily accessible, highly individualized and
intrinsically tied to consumer practices. To further explore the implica-
tions of the discourses of safe and seedy in relation to the reproduction of
gender power relations, part two of our heterotopology now explores the
reproductions of these discourses through a preliminary analysis of young
women’s discussions of the Ann Summers store.

PART-TWO: NEGOTIATING ANN SUMMERS

Method

This article is part of a larger study on sexualization that has included
recurrent focus group meetings exploring different aspects of female sex-
ual consumption. In this article we focus on one group of women, as their
talk seemed to take up and appropriate the postfeminist and neoliberal
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discourses of agentic female sexuality. Thewomenwere Laura (31), Fay (30),
Amy (27) and Zoë (25), who were meeting for the second time to discuss
Ann Summers (other meetings were based around sex blogs and
burlesque). The women lived in the South West of England, were white,
identified as heterosexual and were in a relationship, and in terms of
education/employment could be described as broadly middle class. The
study was passed by a university ethics committee and all names are
pseudonyms.
The focus group meetings drew on cooperative enquiry techniques in

order to produce a dynamic and participant-centred approach (Reason
and Riley, 2008). As part of this process participants were able to define
their own agenda, and for the Ann Summers meeting, agenda setting
included Fay producing interview questions for the other group mem-
bers. On request of the participants, however, the first author also facili-
tated and arranged her own tasks and activities for the group to engage
in. This included individual pre-meeting trips to Ann Summers, and a
task in which the group designed their own sex shops. During the study
it became clear that all the women involved, despite not being recruited
for any special knowledge of the focus group topics, regularly engaged
with a range of sexual cultural products. Furthermore, their understand-
ing of sexual commodities was frequently normalized throughout the
meetings. For example, this group of women often assumed that all
women owned vibrators or had viewed pornography. Such claims were
not treated as extraordinary, consuming sexuality was seen as an every-
day aspect of ‘women’ as a whole.
TheAnn Summers meeting lasted around three hours, and was recorded

and transcribed. The transcript was read several times, after which it was
coded for recurrent themes. The themes where then explored from a dis-
course analytic lens to determine what discourses were being engaged
with and to what effect. The two discourses of safe and seedy that are evi-
dent in the aforementioned mapping of the sex shop space were also evi-
dent in our data. Overwhelmingly, the four women who took part in our
focus group self-identified as sexually hedonistic consumers and described
new forms of female-friendly spaces produced by Ann Summers as
important in the construction of these identities. However, we also note
later how these gendered discourses were disrupted in the data through
undermining the female-friendly space and by altering the seedy mas-
culinity discourse.

Maintaining Safe and Seedy

In the following, we analyse how historical discourses of safe and seedy
were folded into the women’s talk through discursively constructing Ann
Summers as female-friendly. Constituting this space as female-friendly,
however, was essentially done by removing referents of sex from this
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experience. In contrast, spaces produced by traditional sex shops were
constructed in relation to discourses of the male, seedy and problematic
sexual consumer.

Female-Friendly Consumption. The focus group participants constructed
Ann Summers as a safe space for female consumers by coupling forms of
appropriate feminine consumption with the shop’s position on the high
street, the store layout and the style and aesthetic of the products within.
In extract 1 below, for example, femininity was symbolically represented
through décor and colour, with the contrasting male position having an
almost unspoken but implied presence.

Extract 1

Laura: I think that they’re like geared towards women, aren’t they? Like
look at what you can wear to feel sexy and look at these toys you
can use. And I always look at vibrators as more aimed at using on
your own

Fay: Yeah
Laura: It’s about you, it’s not about pleasing your partner I think. That’s

the vibe I get
[

Amy: And all the
catalogues are like

Laura: Very women friendly I think
Amy: Yeah
Laura: It’s like Love Honey and stuff. It’s like all bright and nice and you

know girl’s colours and just directed to women
[

Amy: ’Cause the girls in the catalogue, they don’t really look
sexual. Even though they’re wearing like sexual clothes, their
expressions and that are really quite like innocent, aren’t they, and
they look quite friendly

Laura: So I’d definitely say that it’s good
Fay: Yeah
Laura: And not that coarse and seedy element

The internal appearance of Ann Summers was affirmatively inter-
preted by the women as addressing female consumers in highly autoerotic
and individualistic ways. Such constructions of femininity challenge the
focus on the heterosexual couple by reinstating a postmodern self-for-
itself, producing a hedonistic consumer of her own desire within an
‘effectively enacted utopia’ (Foucault, 1986: 24). Emphasizing this self-
for-itself, colours and style added to this experiential femininity. Thus, as
Laura makes clear in the above extract, the sexual self is constituted more
by individual pleasure seeking and ‘feeling’ rather than looking sexy,
over and above the aim of ‘pleasing your partner’, embodying a femininity
which is ‘not another, or for another, but herself for herself’ (Radner, 1995: xi).
However, also identifiable is the non-sexual nature of this sexual

consumption space. Catalogue models were identified as friendly pre-
cisely by perceiving them as ‘innocent’ and non-sexual. The exclusion of
themasculine ‘coarse and seedy element’, and the ‘bright and nice’ aesthetic
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of a female-focused shop, has been achieved through the removal of sex
itself. It is within such constructions of space that safe and seedy were
maintained.
Safe and seedy were also maintained when discussing Ann Summers’

external appearance as part of being on the high street. By contrast, the
more male-oriented store was imagined by invoking discourses of seed,
constructing a bleak and desolate space that worked to exclude women.
For example:

Extract 2

Amy: Like people who would go and shop in La Senza and buy under-
wear and then pop into Ann Summers, and then you move further
back in the shop, don’t you, as you go along

Fay: Definitely
Zoë: It’s so nice. It’s good because it like it’s not seedy anymore. Like just

walking into the old, like even walking into the old Ann Summers
you did feel a bit like. ’Cause it’s all blacked-out windows

[
Laura: Yeah and then the doors won’t open
Zoë: And you feel really bad. And you would just go up to it and go aw

no no I’m not gonna go in. But, especially now ’cause they’ve made
them all really big and it’s right there on the high street, and it’s just
another shop. So you’re not like embarrassed or ashamed walking
in there your just like oh yeah just shopping

Here, safety is indicated by the store’s high street position and the mun-
danity of the shopping trip. The ability of Ann Summers to be viewed as
just another high street shop, rather than an establishment selling sexual
products, disengages it with the more typical sex shop connotations, thus
constituting it as ‘not seedy anymore’. Indeed, this is a clear example of
the rewriting of sex shops within the everyday routine (Juffer, 1998).
Through defining Ann Summers as ‘just another shop’, constructions

of public and private space were also present in the historical discourses
of safe and seedy. Indeed, the older store was imagined as impenetrable
to the point where the doors may not open. In contrast, movement
between the underwear store La Senza, which is figured by Amy as a
construct of normalcy, and to then ‘pop’ into the ‘big’ sexual consump-
tion space was just part of being on the high street. These movements
between spaces were figured as normative actions, ‘scripts’ with no
irregular or defining feature, producing frictions betweenAnn Summers’
normative high street status and as an extraordinary sexual space (Hook
and Vrdoljak, 2002). Whereas the stereotypical male sex shop requires
‘furtiveness, secrecy and anonymity’ in a society where ‘sexuality is a
problem to be kept within guarded environs’ (Smith, 2007: 170), female-
friendly spaces appear as having little to do with sex, with the focus on
the normalcy of shopping.
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However, also notable are the layers of public and private. ‘Old’1 Ann
Summerswas constructed as a private space in the public domain, seen from
the outside as having blacked-out windows. In comparison, Ann
Summers on the high street was ‘big’ and public, yet its layout provided
the potential for privacy, as in Amy’s observation that you could move
‘further back in the shop’. Movement towards the back implies that more
seedy/sexual products are both physically and psychologically hidden in
the more private areas of the female-friendly consumption space. It is
within such constructions of space that Ann Summers becomes connected
with other spaces, while simultaneously producing contrast and difference
(Hook and Vrdoljak, 2002).

Safe and Seedy Refigured

The discourses of safe and seedy that our participants drew upon can be
interpreted as largely maintaining gendered expectations. However, alter-
natives to ‘safe’ and ‘seedy’ were produced in one of two ways. First, by
employing a ‘developmental discourse’ that constructed oneself as devel-
oping from a naïve to a sexually discerning consumer; and second, by cri-
tiquing the ‘female-friendly’ Ann Summers as ‘tame’, thereby constructing
imaginary ‘seedy’ female spaces – ‘a need for seed’.

Developmental Discourse. All the women’s ‘first-experience’ narratives of
Ann Summers involved themselves as teenagers, often entering the store
‘for a laugh’. However, entry into Ann Summers was always constituted
as initially problematic, overcome by the subject positions made available
with the construction of increased experience.

Extract 3

Amy: . . . You do feel like it’s somewhere you’re not meant to be going
sort of thing. And go in and sneak in and sneak out. But I’ve
always had this thing where, if I’m anxious I don’t actually look
around. So I knew what I was gonna get and I ran in and go and
buy it and just come out. But I think as I’ve got older, and the more
stuff you look at the more you think, actually, I’m probably dirtier
than this shop

(Laughing)
Amy: So it doesn’t worry you so much, does it? Whereas like ’cause

when you’re younger you’re like in your head it’s like, ‘oh my god
all these people are like doing things and I don’t know what
they’re doing’. And like it’s all stuff I don’t know about. But I think
as you get older you don’t really care, do you?

The above extract is representative of a common themewithin thewomen’s
talk, whereby they construct themselves as having developed from naïve
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to well-experienced pleasure seekers who have become desensitized to
sexual consumption, and as such, ‘dirtier than this shop’. Importantly,
knowledge did not bring excitement, which may indicate Ann Summers
is still novel, but instead incited indifference, so that ‘you don’t really care,
do you?’ Rite of passage in this postfeminist heterotopia is thus consti-
tuted by the construction of developmental time and increased knowledge
through which the ‘discursive strategies of entitlement operate’ (Foucault,
1986; Hook and Vrdoljak, 2002: 214).

Need for Seed. Supporting the developmental discourse, the call for seedier
spaces for female consumers was represented in two mutually supportive
ways: by critiquing Ann Summers for its safeness; and by constructing
imaginary utopian spaces which worked to extend seedy sexual con-
sumption for women. Below for example, extracts 4 and 5 reproduced
Ann Summers as a safe space, but critiqued it for being ‘tame’. Extract 4
occurred in Amy and Zoë’s discussion of their ideal sex shop, ‘Deviant
Dungeon and Porn Emporium’, in which they critically reflected on theAnn
Summers experience. Extract 5 was produced at the closing of the focus
group, when the first author concluded the meeting by asking the women
to summarize their feelings of Ann Summers in one word.

Extract 4

Amy: Well the thing is, I think that’s exactly the thing that probably puts
me off Ann Summers now. Is that it’s quite tame. Whereas when I
first liked it, I really liked it. Whereas now when you’ve see it and
done it. If it was like quite an experience going somewhere.

Extract 5

Laura: I thought of one [word] in the end
Ady: Which one?
Laura: Tame
Amy: Yeah
Laura: I thought in the end actually, although we all used to think it was

a dirty naughty shop, when we go in we’ve all sort of thought
Amy: Yeah
Laura: Aw, I want something a bit more hardcore than that
(Laughing)
Laura: That seems to be a general feeling for everybody
Zoë: Yeah that’s true

Amy described Ann Summers as ‘tame’, evoking notions of safety and
lack of excitement, whereas the sex shop ideal should provide an ‘experience’.
Thus, Ann Summers is constructed as a mundane space. Laura also sum-
marized Ann Summers as ‘tame’, a statement which sought and drew
consensus. Her desire for ‘something a bit more hardcore’ that needs to be
sought in more extreme places than the female-friendly space Ann
Summers had previously, and positively, been constructed as can be read
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as an attempt to extend the gender boundaries of sexual consumption.
Furthermore, these extracts remained within their developmental dis-
course of increased knowledge. Ann Summers as a female-friendly space
in which sexual reference was apparently absent, and within which they
placed the hedonistic female consumer, was therefore constituted as failing
them within the identity construction of the discerning sexual consumer.
Given the development of a sexually experienced identity and the

inability of female-friendly spaces to cater for this, the women attempted
to rework safe and seedy, incorporating both into their own normative
framework. In ‘Heaven andHell’ (Figure 1), for example, we see an extended
feminization of typically seedy notions of sexual consumption. Designed
by Laura and Fay, this image occurred in the data when the women were
provided with coloured pens and two sheets of paper and asked to design
their ‘ideal’ sex shop.
‘Heaven and Hell’ was described by the women as providing a seedy

element in an inviting space. The layout, structured in the shape of a penis
and thus expressing the overt heterosexuality of the women’s contemporary
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femininities, allows the consumer to experience increasing amounts of
seediness as theywalk down the length of the store. The products contained
within each room are thus suggestive of what was considered more safe
than seedy. For example, underwear appeared at the safest end of
the store/penis, with it being conceivable that by ‘underwear’ they were
referring largely to women’s items. The store is also divided into two
halves. ‘Heaven’ was described as having ‘nice girl’s colour’ and ‘glitter’,
gradually directing the consumer of safety to ‘hardcore heaven’. ‘Hell’, in
comparison, is dedicated to seediness. Described as a strategy to make
‘hardcore’ products increasingly accessible, this image constructs dissat-
isfaction with the available discourses of Ann Summers, and presents an
identity that desires both safe and seedy spaces.
This alternative spatiality, as an imaginary utopian space, is the making

of this space into their own (Hetherington, 1996). However, only some
women are enabled within this normative framework of sexual knowl-
edge and experience. Taste discourses are reproduced along classed
constructions, represented, for example, through ‘Heaven and Hell’s’
insistence on ‘no hen night novelties’ (see Storr, 2003). The absenting of a
lesbian identity within this image is also notable. Thus, this resignifying
is always in relation to power, so that the postfeminist heterotopia works
to both extend the linguistic possibilities of female sexuality by blurring
gendered spaces, while simultaneously reproducing this power in other
ways through organizing space around privilege and ‘right’ to enter
(Foucault, 1986; Hetherington, 1996; Hook and Vrdoljak, 2002).

Masculinity Maintained, Raincoater Refigured

The problematic seedy male sexuality discourse also underwent shifts in
the reworking of seediness into female spaces, which was linked to
notions of privilege and ‘rights’ to enter. The male raincoater remained a
figure of perversion. However, presented alongside the raincoater were
contemporary masculinities that, in a neoliberal postfeminist context,
have rights to the pleasurable aspects afforded to female consumers (see
Tuck, 2009). As evident in extract 6, this constructs men as having an
unequal opportunity to consume in these areas for themselves.

Extract 6

Amy: Don’t you think it’s weird that there’s like a main, like a high street
chain that’s like sex toys forwomen. But there’s not really anything for
men, is there? The same. I mean like . . . if you think of people like
women buying vibrators and things like that, you buy like a rampant
rabbit and things like that, your seen as quite like, youknow, you could
be quite an outgoing, confident sort ofwoman. But then, if amanwent
and bought one of those vibrating vagina things, you imagine some-
body that’s socially inept don’t you. And who’s got some problems
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(Sounds of agreement)
Amy: It’s not really, it’s gone the opposite way in equality, hasn’t it?

Because men can’t go out, ’cause really nothing, there shouldn’t be
anything for Pete going out and going, ‘yeah I bought this vagina’

(Laughing)
Amy: ‘It’s amazing’.And it’s, you know, he probablywouldn’t. He probably

wouldn’t be able to do that. And he might get as much pleasure
from that as you get from your vibrator

Laura: Yeah
Amy: So it’s kind of gone like, like where do men go to buy stuff. It’s not

really. I mean there’s other dirty sex shops, but there’s not like the
same sort of sex toys things is there for men, I don’t think

The imaginary ‘socially inept’ male ‘who’s got some problems’ is used
in contrast with both men Amy knows who are seen to defy these labels
and yet also own sex toys, and the confident, sexually liberated woman.
Amy reversed the domestication of vibrators discourse, so that aman stating
‘yeah I bought this vagina . . . it’s amazing’, emphasized by laughter as a
recognition of this reversal, strengthens the case for this construction of
inequality.
So while the existence of the ‘dirty’ and the safe ‘high street’ sex shop

were maintained, the connections and juxtapositions between these sites
also permitted the women to explore some of the exclusions that the rela-
tionships between these places engender. Since discourse about the inequal-
ities of space often relates to women’s fear of violence and men’s control
over women’s spaces (Green and Singleton, 2006), the above extract’s
postfeminist reworking contradicts common-sense notions, making sense
more within a discourse of neoliberal detraditionalization. As such, in an
apparently ‘genderless’ society in which all things are now equal, men
can be positioned as having ‘lost out’ to the feminization of the sex shop
(Riley, 2002).What is presented, therefore, is the construction of a double
standard, in which men are neither permitted positive active sexual iden-
tities, nor the safe space in which to produce such identities. Thus, in con-
trast to the male position being problematic for the implication of seedy
autoeroticism, the presentation of a contemporary masculinity is prob-
lematic instead through the social exclusion and inequality produced by
the dominance of female-friendly spaces.

DISCUSSION

As a postfeminist heterotopia, Ann Summers is a space constituted
through contradictory discourses which construct the subject in complex
ways, producing a heteroglossia of competing meanings. This research has
been exploratory in nature. However, despite a small sample size, evidence
of the discourse of safe and seedy being used and reproduced has allowed
us to develop preliminary analyses to interrogate how space and power
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are discursively constructed and contradicted in the British sex shop
space. Adding to the literature an empirical and theoretical understanding
of women’s negotiations of sexual consumption, our application of Hook
and Vrdoljak’s (2002) heterotopology shows how powerful neoliberal
postfeminist discourses come to take material forms on the high streets of
most major cities in Britain.
Indeed, the ‘paradoxical balancing of lethal with safe spaces, communal

with private, accessible with impenetrable . . . lie[s] at the very heart of the
critical analytic utility of the heterotopia’ (Hook and Vrdoljak, 2002: 213).
The conventional spatial regulation of sex shops has worked to maintain
gendered assumptions of male (hetero)sexual activity and female passiv-
ity, serving more broadly to separate women from spaces within the city
(Green and Singleton, 2006; Skeggs, 1999). This normative structure is
overturned by the postfeminist heterotopia of Ann Summers. Through the
focus on female enjoyment, the pleasurable aspects ofAnn Summers address
women through discourses of femininity, neoliberal individualism and
autoeroticism, serving as a space for the construction of sexually active
identities.
And yet within this mainstreamed sexual address Ann Summers also

functions to maintain historical notions of sexual consumers. Through its
construction as mainstream and non-sexual, even ‘innocent’, its available
discourses maintain the hedonistic consumer as a non-sexual agent. By
contributing a theory of space to debates around contemporary feminini-
ties, we have shown how spatial constructions of Ann Summers work in
a contradictory manner which nevertheless sustains gender divisions.
Furthermore, our application of heterotopia adds to the criticisms regard-
ing the postfeminist move from sexual objectification to a neoliberal sex-
ually subjectified femininity (Gill, 2007b). Here, Ann Summers may be
seen as redirecting the new sexually desiring subject towards an individ-
ualized and hedonistic sexuality that, it turns out, is not so sexual after all.
An advantage of the focus group data here has been in showing recog-

nition by women who use such spaces that the gendered assumptions of
non-sexual femininity are maintained by Ann Summers. The women’s
reworking of safe and seedy, in which they call for seedier aspects of the
sex market for women and argue for safer spaces for men, goes some way
to questioning the gender divisions of the sex shop. Indeed, women’s
engagement in leisure and consumption, as shown here, does not always
necessitate unthinking or unimaginative uptake of the gendered assump-
tions that underpin such spaces (Duits and van Zoonen, 2006; Harris,
2008). However, resistant use of Ann Summers still leaves the sexual con-
sumption space somewhat intact, in that any variation necessarily recites
the norm in its production (Butler, 1990). Indeed, ‘safe’ and ‘seedy’ are left
in place – these distinctions are not themselves challenged. This does not
necessarily problematize the women in their negotiation of safe and seedy,
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but is rather to say that the women’s reworking of safe and seedy into
their own normative framework is tied into the gendered history of sex
shops in a way which takes safe and seedy for granted, as assumed natural.
Thus, while the postfeminist heterotopia can be used in ways that alter-
natively order space, this alternative ordering neither assumes radical
political action nor escapes the laws of gender.

NOTE

1. ‘“Old” Ann Summers’ refers to a store in the city that predates Jacqueline
Gold’s rebranding of the chain.
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